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Art and Quantum Dynamics, complementary fields that
reflect the reality of universal symmetry.

                                   
                                                               Gaetano Giaquinta



Biography



Tony Nicotra is an Italian Artist that was born in Cara-
cas Venezuela on 17 August 1971.

As a child Tony exhibited an insatiable curiosity for the 
world that surrounded him, and passionately expres-
sed his inquisitiveness through drawing and painting, 
thus demonstrating from an early age, a unique and 
prodigious artistic talent.

After finishing his Fine Arts studies, where by his talen-
ts were developed and refined, and with increasing 
recognition of his artistic skills, he was appropriated 
into the discipline of restorative art. During this pe-
riod he won critical acclaim amongst his peers, for 
successfully restoring numerous important and presti-
gious Italian works of art and monuments including,  
The Arena of Verona, The Cathedral of Catania, The 
Royal Palace of Venaria in Turin as well as the Italian 
Embassy in Berlin, to name but a few.

Yet despite all these accomplishments, and still driven 
by his insatiable and ardent desire to fathom the truth 
and raison d’être of the existence of life, of humani-
ty, and its relationship with its delicate environs, Tony 
elected to temporarily suspend his illustrious career, 
to commence a long period of introspective soul se-
arching. He devoted himself exclusively to the sear-
ch of inner wisdom through the pursuit of knowledge, 
with a view of liberating the soul within.

During this endeavour, he became an avid scholar 
of various metaphysical and spiritual disciplines, and, 
despite severe financial constraints and hardships, 
found himself compelled to pursue a personal and 
arduous pilgrimage, by walking The Route of Santia-
go di Compostela, better known as the pilgrimage of 
St James Path, ending in Santiago Spain.

During this journey he became inspired to study 
quantum physics, and coupled with the knowledge 
previously gained, he finally found the answers to his 
deepest questions. Renewed by this personal expe-
rience, his quest is to now share his new found under-
standing and wisdom, through the communicative 
medium of artistic works, literary prose, and poetry.

To this end, Tony has currently devoted his artistic abi-
lity, to the pursuit of rendering tangible and visible, 
the enigmatic invisible energy fields that constitute 
the universe and life within it.

 His aim is to awaken in all humanity, the awareness 
and wonder, of the interrelatedness of all that exists, 
through the interactive dance of fundamental ener-
gy forms that constitute both living and non living 
things. This knowledge is rarely acknowledged, nor 
experienced by the uninitiated majority.

Thus, Tony’s mission as an artist, is to utilize his perso-
nal wisdom, his faith and his new found perception of 
self as a singular, liberated and enlightened being, to 
demonstrate the existence of life as a divine source 
of permeating energy, constantly pulsating through 
dynamic and cyclic interactions of differentiation 
and synthesis, with the ultimate goal of expressing the 
oneness of existence.
 



Aim and tecnique

Vibrational art work and the frequency of existance



My painting technique resembles an interactive 
game, whereby I attempt to merge with the univer-
sal energies, and communicate with the spiritual for-
ces of nature and the divine, evoking a response that 
can be visibly experienced.
I believe that every human being and living thing in 
the universe, is imbued with an energetic force, whi-
ch can perceive its own existence as being in con-
stant communion (at one) with all. 
This concept has best been explained by the famous 
and enigmatic philosopher and painter Gustavo Rol, 
who describes humankind as being in possession of a 
spiritual intelligence, which (by means of natural laws 
still unknown to science), can with its vibrational emo-
tional form interact, and enter into communion, with 
the energies that constitute the existence of reality.
Masaru Emoto supported this view, as a result of his 
findings during his exploration of  how water, (inclu-
ding all visible and invisible elements of existence), 
can perceive human actions, thoughts, and feelings, 
demonstrated by his now famous ice photography, 
where water subjected to an emotional state was 
then frozen and photographed.
Quantum physics can offer a scientific explanation 
for this hypothesis, based on the discovery that the 
observer can influence the outcome of scientific 
experiments dealing with subatomic particles of mat-
ter. That is, the behaviour of sub atomic particles inte-
racting with each other and consequently the beha-
viour of matter itself, is subject to the emotional state 
of the human observer, whose influence upon such 
interaction can be scientifically measured.
To this end, my artistic creations endeavour to de-
monstrate within themselves, the communication 
between my conscience, the subject to which the 
art work is dedicated to, and the influences of the 
immense universal energies that permeates my sur-
roundings, which obey  the laws of quantum physics 
still not yet fully understood.
 More specifically, to achieve the above, I employ as 
my artistic medium the vibrational characteristics of 
light at various frequencies of the electromagnetic 
spectrum. This vibrational characteristic of light can 
interact freely with, and respond to, electromagnetic 
and vibrational quantum force fields, to cause subtle 

or dramatic changes in frequencies of visible and in-
visible colour. Such is the nature of this medium, that it 
enables the art work to appear to constantly change 
itself in time, depending on the emotional dialogue 
with the observer.
Currently special materials exist that enable the 
completed work to be visualised in both the visual 
spectrum of electromagnetic radiation as well as in 
the ultraviolet spectrum, revealing as previously men-
tioned a new world of alternative colour expressions, 
that evoke a kaleidoscope of personal emotional re-
actions when visualised. 
Therefore this medium is ideal in demonstrating the 
delicate interactions between the universal energies, 
and my conscious thoughts on the subject matter to 
which I dedicate my artistic talents. 
Consequently the aim of my artistic endeavour has 
at its core, the desire to elucidate the existence of an 
entire alternative universe within our simple existen-
ce, which can be revealed through the manipulation 
of the vibrational frequency of light that illuminates 
my paintings.  The specific purpose of this aim is to 
liberate the observer from a perception of reality that 
appears static and immutable, rendering humankind 
blind and ignorant to it’s true nature, namely, of bein-
gs with profound  ability to affect  change according 
to its desires. 
It is my ultimate desire to assist humanity to awaken to 
the truth of its Divine magical abilities of sentiment, of 
perception, of freedom, and of it’s incredible power 
as it recognises and reveals itself to be the ultimate 
truth, of beings as Love Realised.



Creazione - Creation

155 x 200 cm
Mixed on Canvas

Natural  light



UV light



Madre Terra – Mother Earth

155 x 200 cm
Mixed on Canvas

Natural  light



UV light



Aqua - Water

70 x 120 cm
Mixed on Canvas

Natural  light



UV light



Aria - Air 

70 x 120 cm
Mixed on Canvas

Natural  light



UV light



Fuoco - Fire

80 x 100 cm
Mixed on Canvas

Natural  light



UV light



Conception

80 x 220 cm
Mixed on Canvas

Natural  light



UV light

Flourescence  after UV turned off



Nativita - Nativity 

80 x 220 cm
Mixed on Canvas

Natural  light



UV light



 Il Volto 

80 x 100 cm
Mixed on Canvas

Natural  light



UV light



Gratitudine - Gratitude 

80 x 100 cm
Mixed on Canvas

Natural  light



UV light



Io – I am

100 x 80 cm
Mixed on Canvas

Natural  light



UV light



Josephine

75 x 100 cm
Mixed on Canvas

Natural  light



UV light



Sinai

100 x 120 cm
Mixed on Canvas

Natural  light



UV light



Nature

100 x 100 cm
Mixed on Canvas

Natural  light



UV light



Fractalis

100 x 100 cm
Mixed on Canvas

Natural  light



UV light



Archangel

250 x 150 cm
Mixed on Canvas

Natural  light



UV light



Energy

100 x 100 cm
Mixed on Canvas

Natural  light



UV light



Gratitude

100 x 90 cm
Mixed on Canvas

Natural  light



UV light



Thought

80 x 100 cm
Mixed on Canvas



Gustavo Rol

100 x 80 cm
Mixed on Canvas



Pace - Peace 

80 x 100 cm
Mixed on Canvas



Deserto - Desert 

80 x 100 cm
Mixed on Canvas



Love

100 x 100 cm
Mixed on Canvas



Hope

80 x100 cm
Mixed on Canvas



Universo – Universe

100 x 150 cm
Mixed on Canvas



Forgiveness

100 x 100 cm
Mixed on Canvas



Soul

80 x100 cm
Mixed on Canvas



Yeshu’a

100 x 100 cm
Mixed on Canvas



Publication







To journey into the unknown requires great fortitude, courage and trust. What splendours await those 
few who dare tread its lonely path and return to echo their adventures. To capture and express just 
one such moment lived, and anchor its harmonious universal truth in physical form, will be the light that 
shattering the disonance of separation and chaos, will demonstrate how the interconnected orchestra 
that is life evolving, sings just one precious note, love.
         
                                                                                                                                             Josephine Martorana



Only the deep immensity of love can render energy into 
conscious awareness of the one great majestic architect 

and the immeasurable oneness of all.

                     Tony Nicotra

Is represented in UAE
by

Josephine Martorana
Phone: +971 50 1039047

E-mail:
Josephine@Nicotra.com


